
Accessibilities Subcommittee Meeting Minutes for 3-22-2022

Open

Christin - Went to Asan Playa

Going to Spanish Intergroup meeting in Patchogue this Wednesday

Jean Marie - Nelson invited us to a Spanish group anniversary in Patchogue on Saturday

Going to Spanish Intergroup meeting next Wednesday

Eliraz Report - Queer Melanin Meeting closed, shift focus to Bear Hug Internazionale and
Bleeding Deacons Beginner's meeting on Saturdays

Will make a group chat with Jean Marie and Kayla to discuss outreaching these meetings

Jean Marie - SENY Accessibilities offered to talk to a different interpreter for us, a pair that
would room together and split the workload, asking only for room and board, not pay

Moses - It's not ethical to have them work for free, we need some sort of compensation for
the service they provide

If this means the budget needs to be increased then it should be, we shouldn't cut corners

General Service busy season has made talking to contacts difficult, specifically the contact
who interpreted for the International Women's Conference with good information on
interpreters

ASL meetings hard/impossible to find on Intergroup sites

Portland Access has Deaf Zoom meeting in addition to resources

Will call contact from there on Saturday

She will be a part of the Diversity Event

She has decades of experience

Talked to some BIPOC contacts about Diversity Event and more

One Polish group responded about wanting to get involved

Christina - Still has to reach out to the interpreter we have but need to get in writing

Moses - We should compile a list of possible interpreters to choose from



Danielle - Got in contact with Indigenous women that are very eager to get involved and
want to share their experiences/culture with us

Want to incorporate into Diversity Event

Spanish Speaker for Sunday morning Big Meeting moving forward

We need more/better headsets/system for interpretation

Possibly a streamed interpretation that could be accessed on phones

Jean Marie - SENY has experience with virtual interpretation and captioning

Ideally we can test this at Diversity Event

Moses - Event will be Hybrid and he is talking to someone who can help interpret

Big Apple Bid will be doing virtual interpretation at an upcoming Zoom event

Jean Marie - Can ask Rosa about doing both Spanish and English interpretation for Diversity
Event

Danielle - We have a flyer for the Diversity Event and a Spanish version will be made soon

Jean Marie - We need to find out what a fair rate for interpretation typically is, look at what
others have done in the past

Closed with Serenity Prayer


